
The Bentley Continental GT has been 

around since 2003, and despite this very 

few of them are seen on the roads, but 

there is a very good reason for this. 

 

Exclusivity is the name of the game and 

these ultra-luxury cars, and irrespective of 

their high price tag are worth every cent 

of the R 2 800 000 that a buyer needs to 

hand over to Bentley S.A. for the privilege 

of owning one. 

 

However as time passes technology improves and perfection 

is reinvented, which is why the new 2011 Continental GT is on 

its way to S.A. 

 

How does it differ?  Well like I said it contains new technology 

and a more powerful engine, however the “old” GT’s 6 litre 

W12 twin-turbo power plant knocks out 412kW and 680Nm 

giving it 0-100 acceleration in 4.8 seconds and a top speed of 

312km/h, which you have to admit is far from insufficient!  

The new car also looks virtually identical to the old one, which 

is a Land Rover sort of thing to do because firstly its what the 

customers want and secondly you don't machine gun the 

owners of the “old model” by bringing out the new one… if 

only some of the other motoring companies would take their 

lesson from the Brits. 

 

Our test model was one the first generation GTs and despite 

having done nearly 40 000km it was as solid and superb as the 

day it rolled off the factory floor.  The main reason for this is 

build quality and service standards.  The entire car is hand 

built, and done so to absolute perfection. 

 

I have a knack for finding flaws in cars, and this one was, well, 

flawless, and the best part is that for R 1 500 000 it could be 

yours.  Now whilst that may sound like a lot of money you 

must consider what you could get for the same price… a         

top-end BMW or Mercedes Benz, which are at the end of the 

day still massed produced cars, and therefore not nearly of 

the same quality and status of the Bentley.  To wit, take the 

biggest S-Class Merc money can buy and put it in a parking 

lot.  What do you have?  A Merc and nothing more.  Now take 

any Bentley, even an old one and do the same exercise and 

see what you have!  The answer is an easy one, isn’t it! 

 

The next question is what will my new S600 lose in value the 

minute I drive it off the showroom floor?  The answer, at least 

30%! 

 

Now this is starting to make sense, and I agree that a million 

five is maybe a lot of money for most of us for a car, but these 

are not for the masses.  You forget this is an Uber-exclusive 

ultra luxury car, and to be blunt the Bentley drivers of the 

world don't want every second person driving one, and will 

pay LOTS for that honour. 

 

OK, so enough for now about the ‘business end’ of the car 

and on to the stuff that counts. 

 

WHAT IS IT LIKE? 

 

In simple terms the car is awesome.  You walk up to it with 

the key in your pocket, touch the door handle and it opens.  

You then get in, put your foot on the brake and press the start 

button on the console between the seats.  The engine bursts 
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into life and give a small rev, which is the “woo hoo hoo” moment 

of the driver, because you are reminded that beneath the bonnet 

lies one of the most powerful engines for a standard car ever 

made.  You then disengage the handbrake, select drive and gently 

press the accelerator. 

 

This car is as easy to drive as a VW Golf, but you have to treat the 

throttle with respect because unlike a Golf this car in incredibly 

fast, and any inappropriate throttling with almost certainly result 

in a nasty, nasty!  This is not the sort of car you want to drive like 

an 18 year old.  As big and well built as it may be, if you pass the 

GTs limits you are guaranteed of an incredibly exciting and messy 

death.  Not to mention the greatest crime of all… killing this    

amazing automobile! 

 

Then there is the ride comfort, which as you can imagine is        

absolutely perfect.  The test car’s suspension was set to              

somewhere between ‘sport’ and ‘comfort’ and in my view that is 

where it can stay.  I have driven supercars, and the slightest ripple 

in the road sends a bone crushing jolt through your body… but not 

in this! 

 

Bentley’s onboard computer ‘manage-it-all’ system is surprisingly 

user friendly despite being phenomenally state-of-the-art.  From it 

you can do everything to tuning in to your favourite television 

channel to checking the car’s tyre pressure, and is all controlled by 

function specific selector buttons and a central scrolling knob. 

Then there is the engine… which is not actually an engine 

but rather a very, very smooth nuclear power plant, but 

without the whole radioactive problem. 

 

Gear selection is done with a normal enough gear knob 

with a manual ’tip-tronic’ type option and for the very 

brave you can shift it down into “S(port)” and play with the 

paddle shift stalks.  If you floor the accelerator in normal 

mode the car simply rockets forward and does not run out 

of steam at all.  Put into sport mode and you had better 

know what you are doing.  Nothing I have driven before 

comes close to the Bentley when effortless power is       

concerned.  As far as GT (Grand Touring) cars go the        

Bentley is the undisputed King. 

 

However despite being a modern car Bentley have not  

forgotten their roots.  For example to open the bonnet you 

pull on the “B” badge in the front badge, and the air vents 

for the 4-zone climate control (no less) are the very        

traditional stalk push-pull type.  Very, very nice! 

Would I buy one?  In a heartbeat!  No question about it. 

 

In conclusion this is the best of the best GTs in the world, 

and even as an outgoing model not only would I buy one 

but for the price (R 1 500 000) but know that I am getting 

more car than I am paying for. 

 

Hands down this is the nicest car I have driven in a very, 

very long time and definitely one of the best cars available 

on the market today, or any day. 

Our grateful thanks to Bentley South Africa for the test car 


